
A continuous row of Series 7000 Cabinets includes a variety of drawer sizes and 
configurations. Cabinets were selected to suit the precise requirements of this 
lubricant manufacturer. A Double Cabinet with a mounted sink and fixtures is located 
at center of row.

R&D Lab idea # LD-044

Labs are going modular. Lab 
designers want flexible components 
that can be easily reconfigured.

We understand the value of flexible 
lab design and have helped facilities 
across the country configure labs 
to   meet thousands of functions. 
Adjustable and adaptable features 
along with a wide breadth of 
product line and accessories make 
it easy to specify layouts for any life 
science or technical application. 

The enclosed ideas show how 
Workplace® modular com-ponents 
have helped lab facilities like yours 
build adaptability into their lab 
furnishings. They represent only 
a few of the endless layouts that 
are possible with the versatile and 
expansive Workplace® modular 
component line.

Let us help you design the lab 
environment that is “just right”  
for you.  A lab that will not only 
provide the foundation for a  
lifetime of dependable service but 
that is easily retrofittable to meet 
changing needs down the road.

For further details, please visit our 
website or call us at 1-800-258-9700. 
We’re ready to get started – are you?

Perfect for almost any lab environment, the Series 7000 Mobile Cabinet moves easily 
to wherever it is needed at a moment’s notice. A large selection of Cabinet sizes 
and drawer configurations make it possible to choose individual Cabinets to suit the 
requirement. Mobile units are available in single, double, or triple cabinet models.

Corner Configuration idea # LD-043
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The Series 6700 Mobile Lab Station, available in several standard sizes, was selected for an HPLC application. The requirement for drawer storage 
was met with Model N3114 and N3116 Drawer Cases.

Nuclear  
Test Lab

idea # LD-045

Overtable Shelf storage was an important requirement for this application. Varying storage needs were met with a combination of Fixed Riser Shelves, 
Adjustable Overtable Shelves with Back & End Stops, and Adjustable Overtable Divider Shelves.

Life Sciences  
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idea # LD-046



A Series 5300 Quad Unit fits this corner requirement perfectly. Additional work space is provided with the addition of Series 7000 Tech Station 
components to right and left of corner unit. Fixed Riser Shelves and PowerStrips provide needed storage and power.

A need for considerable drawer storage space was met with this L-Shape configuration. Adjustable Shelves along both rows provide additional overtable 
storage, while PowerStrips serve power requirements.
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Maximizing available lab space, two distinct work environments were designed with the Series 7000 modular components. Two in-line rows of 
Cabinet-to-Cabinet stations are positioned back-to-back, while a banked row of four Cabinets is located perpendicular to the in-line rows. 

HIV Lab idea # LD-049

Several Series 7000 Double and Single Cabinets were selected to create a U-shaped lab environment. A sink is located in one of the 
Double Cabinets.

Research Lab idea # LD-050


